Keith,

First off I would like to say Thank you for your letters & advise. They have been a help & comfort to me. I do understand what you have said and taken it to heart.

Being only a month & half into this, as you know, I have had a lot to think about. Right now I need to get a few things in order which the lawyers are working on.

You were right about letters - I have gotten a number of them - asking for interviews, to be friends, pen pals, and one guy who sent me three letters asking me to write back to add to his "collection of letters."

You are the only person who I have written back to and plan to write to. I know I have gotten into great detail - I am unsure if my mail is not being read. I did have one officer make a comment to me that he knew you were writing to me.
So it sounds like SCF is not such a bad place to be. Do you have butter for your bread? How is the Day to Day Food? I'll admit the food in SCF is not much to look forward to each day. Also yard is just walking in circles outside.

I do understand what you have told me. Also that timing is important with this process. I am working on the timing. Next court date is 9/27 - As I understand it that it is just a conference court date so I do not expect much to happen. I have not even seen the discovery yet at this point.

I am sorry it took so long to write back to you. I know I should of done it sooner.

The main thing I wanted to say was thank you to you and yours for the letters and what has been done for mine.

Thank you pep